Press Release
OSK Property and PJ Development Win Big at The IAIR Awards 2015

HONG KONG, CHINA – 19 March 2015 – OSK Property Holdings Berhad (OSKP) and PJ Development Holdings Berhad (PJD) set the stage as they claimed two of the
most prominent awards – namely, Best Company for Leadership Real Estate Malaysia and Leading Property Development Company Malaysia respectively in a prestigious award ceremony.
The V Annual Edition of IAIR AWARDS® – Excellence in Global Economy & Sustainability took place in Hong Kong at the Conrad Hotel, preceded from a conference entitled “Asia CEO Summit”. More than 50 companies have been recognised for their leadership in strategic fields in Asia Pacific and worldwide, including sustainability,
real estate, ICT, asset management and brokerage.
OSKP and PJD are honoured to receive these awards and we are proud that we are moving at the right direction towards our vision and mission. As leading developers
in Malaysia, we are committed to bring forth more outstanding quality and design conducive to community living at its best in the coming years.
For more information on our property developments, please visit www.oskproperty.com.my and www.pjdprop.com.my

###

About OSK Property
OSK Property is principally involved in the development and management of prime residential and commercial properties in Malaysia. Listed on the main board of
Bursa Malaysia, we are developing projects with a gross development value of over RM 6.5 billion situated at strategic growth areas across the country. Many of our
projects such as Mirage by the lake, Atria, Pan’gaea, Paragon, Gravitas, The Vale and Mirage Residence have won prestigious international property awards. Our passion
is driven by the pursuit of innovation, outstanding quality and design conducive to community living at its best. Capitalising on our strengths and desire, we are com mitted to building homes in prime corridors that will enable us to further enhance the lives of people in Malaysia.

About PJ Development
PJ Development Holdings Berhad is one of the leading developers in the country, has been in the forefront of developing quality homes across the nation. With eleven
ISO 9001 certificates awarded to date, this brilliant track record is most certainly reflecting "A Tradition of Excellence". The PJ Development Group has grown to a thriving conglomerate with diversified business in property development, construction, manufacturing & hospitality. The Group has amassed total assets of more than
RM1.2 billion. With the strong financial backing coupled with a committed & dedicated team, our property division continues to strive for excellence in creating value
with innovative and quality product for the well-being of the community.
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